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God’s Word is both powerful and profitable
(Heb. 4:12; 1 Tim. 3:16). William Lyon Phelps
(1865-1943), Professor of English Literature,
taught at Yale University for forty years. Wilbur
Smith wrote, “I think it is not an exaggeration to say that Professor
Phelps said more things about the Bible worth saying, and wrote more
in an interesting way about the Word of God, and consistently bore a
more definite testimony to his faith in Jesus Christ as the Son of God,
and his belief in the Gospel, than any other professor in the United
States since the beginning of the 20th century.”
At age 13 Phelps was greatly influenced by D. L. Moody when he
preached in Hartford, Connecticut. Later he heard Moody speak at
Yale. Phelps described the event: “When I was an undergraduate he
preached one Sunday at Yale. Attendance was compulsory and the
attention to the average twenty minute sermon was not very keen; Mr.
Moody preached for one hour, and held the breathless attention of the
students.”
Phelps wrote a most remarkable paragraph on the importance of
knowing the Bible: “Everyone who has a thorough knowledge of the
Bible may truly be called educated; and no other learning or culture,
no matter how extensive or elegant, can, among Europeans and
Americans, form a proper substitute. Western civilization is founded
upon the Bible; our ideas, our wisdom, our philosophy, our literature,
our art, our ideals, come more from the Bible than from all other books
put together. It is a revelation of divinity and of humanity; it contains
the loftiest religious aspiration along with a candid representation of
all that is earthly, sensual and devilish. I thoroughly believe in a
university education for both men and women; but I believe a
knowledge of the Bible without a college course is more valuable
than a college course without the Bible.”
~George Zeller: www.middletownbiblechurch.org
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